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Introduction to the management issues in the
treatment of deep cavity wounds
Definition of a cavity wound
A wound is defined as a loss of continuity of the skin or mucous membrane with
associated tissue loss, which involves the epidermal layer of the skin.1 If these wound
types extend below the subdermal layers of the skin and expose underlying structures
such as tendons, muscle, and bone, they are referred to as “cavity wounds”.

Management aims for successfully addressing a deep
cavity wound
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The management aims for the successful treatment of a deep cavity wound should
include:
• Determination of the underlying etiology
• Assessment of the patient including past medical history
• Assessment of the cavity wound
• Developing and implementing a management plan including:
- Debridement and regular dressing
- Pain management
- Ongoing regular review
• Management of both predisposing factors and risk factors for poor healing in the
future
• Patient education and follow-up.
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Abstract: Cavity wounds, defined as a loss of continuity of the skin or mucous membrane with
associated tissue loss, represent a complex management issue for health care providers. The
successful management of a deep cavity wound centers on assessment of the patient, assessment
of the wound, and treating the underlying etiology. Adequate debridement and an appropriate
dressings plan aim to create the optimum conditions that promote healing. Regular follow-up
and serial examinations are essential to ensure progress and address any complication in a
timely manner. Finally, continued patient education and the management of patient concerns
are important to encourage compliance with management goals. In this review, we discuss the
main management issues surrounding deep cavity wounds, review the current and emerging
therapies available in the treatment of deep cavity wounds, discuss options for the management
of pain, and discuss the impacts on quality of life for these patients.
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Etiology of cavity wounds
Cavity wounds are caused and influenced by many factors.
Mechanisms of injury include ischemia, abnormal healing,
malnutrition, smoking, pressure, immunosuppression, and
infection. These mechanisms, alone or in combination, lead
to different types of cavity wounds. They can be either acute
or chronic in nature.

Acute causes of cavity wounds
Surgical cavity wounds
Surgical cavity wounds are created from acute surgically
inflicted wounds, where the risk of infection from closing
the wound primarily is high. The wound is therefore debrided and left to heal via secondary intention. Surgical cavity
wounds are generally uniform in dimension and boat/saucer
shaped, and allow free drainage of the wound.2 Examples of
these wounds include pilonidal sinuses and subcutaneous
abscesses.
Surgical dehiscence wounds
Surgical dehiscence wounds are a result of wound breakdown
after primary closure. The main factors that lead to wound
dehiscence are related to impaired microvasculature to the
wound edges and impaired healing. They can be divided
into wound-related factors, including high wound tension,
concurrent infection, wound edema, tight sutures, and poor
blood supply to the area, and patient-related factors, including systemic disease, steroid therapy, immune suppression,
smoking, impaired vascular supply/venous drainage, and
noncompliance. Surgical dehiscence wounds are often transformed into surgical cavity wounds following debridement
and left to heal by secondary intention.
Traumatic cavity wounds
Traumatic cavity wounds may be caused by motor vehicle
accidents, falls, gunshot wounds, and stabbings. They may
result in loss of a large volume of tissue and can often be
very difficult to treat.2 Tissue that has been exposed to trauma
is commonly not viable for surgical closure, and healing by
secondary intention can be used to progress the wound to a
condition in which it may be closed primarily. It is important to surgically debride devascularized tissue within these
wounds to prevent infection.

Chronic causes of cavity wounds
Diabetic foot ulcers
Diabetic foot ulcers are caused by diabetic neuropathy leading to trauma of the feet, coupled with impaired healing
from immunosuppression and vascular disease, leading to
160
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chronic ulcer formation. Early identification of an at-risk
foot is crucial in the management of diabetic foot ulcers. At
risk feet may be identified by the features present in Table 1.3
Diabetic foot ulcers can lead to infection of underlying bone
and subsequent amputation.4
Pressure ulcers
Pressure ulcers are lesions caused by unrelieved pressure or shear resulting in microvascular ischemia causing
damage to the underlying tissue.5 They are very common
in the health care setting, especially in bedbound, elderly,
and paraplegic patients. A Canadian study found the
prevalence of pressure ulcers to be 25% in acute care settings.6 Pressure ulcers can be graded using the National
Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) system (Table 2),
developed in 1989.7
Venous leg ulcers
Both venous reflux and obstruction contribute to the
pathophysiology of chronic venous disease. Venous reflux
has a much higher prevalence; however, obstruction will
lead to venous ulceration over a much shorter time span.8
Whatever the route cause of chronic venous disease, the
underlying pathology is increased pressure and decreased
capillary microperfusion.9 These hemodynamic changes
within the large vessels of the leg are transferred into the
microcirculation and lead to the development of venous
microangiopathy. 10 Microangiopathy in turn leads to
increased capillary permeability, which, when coupled with
the increased venous pressures, causes significant edema
to be forced into the extracellular space. These changes to
the microvasculature in chronic venous disease contribute
significantly to the formation of venous ulcers.11
Venous ulcers make up 80% to 95% of vascular lesions
and affect between 10% and 35% of the population.4 They
can be very difficult to treat, with recurrence rates ranging
Table 1 Features of at risk foot3
The foot is at risk if any of the following features are present:
– History of trauma
– Peripheral neuropathy
– Peripheral arterial disease
– History of amputation
– Other diabetic end organ pathologies, eg, diabetic retinopathy, renal
failure
– Foot deformity
Note: Copyright © 2010. Department of Health, State of Western Australia.
Reproduced from Department of Health, Western Australia. High Risk Foot Model
of Care. Perth: Health Networks Branch, Department of Health, Western Australia;
2010. Available from http://www.healthnetworks.health.wa.gov.au/modelsofcare/
docs/High_Risk_Foot_Model_of_Care.pdf.3
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Table 2 NPUAP Staging System for Pressure Ulcers

Table 3 Risk factors for poor healing of cavity wounds

Stage

Description

Comorbidities

Deep tissue injury

Purple or maroon localized area of discolored
intact skin or blood-filled blister due to damage of
underlying soft tissue from pressure and/or shear
Intact skin with nonblanching redness, usually
located over a bony prominence
Partial-thickness loss of dermis; shallow open ulcer
with red/pink wound bed; no slough; intact/open
serum-filled blister
Full-thickness tissue loss; subcutaneous tissue may
be visible; bone, tendon, or muscle not exposed
Full-thickness tissue loss; bone, tendon, and muscle
exposed; slough or eschar may be present
Full-thickness tissue loss; base of ulcer covered by
slough and/or eschar; true depth of ulcer cannot
be determined

• Diabetes
• Vascular insufficiency
• Keloids
• Jaundice
• Anemia
• Uremia
• Kidney disease
• Respiratory disease
• Malnutrition
• Malignancy
• Obesity
• HIV/AIDS
• Diseases affecting mobility/prolonged bed rest
Medications/therapies
• Steroids
• Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
• Chemotherapeutic agents
• Alcohol
• Tobacco
• Radiation therapy
Local factors
• Infection
• High bacterial load
• Necrotic tissue
• Foreign bodies
• Excessive pressure
• Edema
Poor personal hygiene

I
II

III
IV
Unstageable

Abbreviation: NPUAP, National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel.

from 54% to 78%.12 Venous ulcers can have a huge societal
burden, costing France and Belgium approximately 2.5%
of their health budget in 1995.12 Furthermore, it is estimated that approximately 6 million workdays per year
are lost to chronic venous insufficiency complications in
the USA.13
Surgical cavity wounds
Surgical cavity wounds can also be chronic. A deep surgical
space infection is one that occurs 30 days after the operation
and involves deep soft tissues of the incision and at least one
of 1) purulent drainage; 2) spontaneous dehiscence of the
deep incision; 3) an abscess or other evidence of infection; or
4) diagnosis of a surgical space infection by a surgeon.14

Assessment of a cavity wound
Patient assessment

Thorough patient assessment is paramount in forming an
appropriate management plan for a deep cavity wound. It is
important to treat the patient as a whole, and not just treat
the wound.

Past medical history
Past medical history may elicit concurrent systemic illnesses
(Table 3), such as diabetes or vascular disease, which may
impact on healing.15 Other comorbidities that do not affect
healing, but may affect other aspects of the management plan,
for example, movement disorders or paraplegia, may also predispose patients to cavity wound formation. Medications such
as steroids and chemotherapeutic agents may also impact on
wound healing, along with the well-established risk factors
of smoking,16 alcohol,17 and poor nutrition.18 Halim et al
state that diabetic control, elimination of immunosuppressive
Chronic Wound Care Management and Research 2015:2

Notes: Data from Guo and Dipietro,17 Pudner,22 and Thomas Hess.72

medications, correction of anemia, and cessation of smoking
are among the most important determinants of cavity wound
healing.19
A poor nutritional state can contribute to poor wound
healing and the development of chronic cavity wounds. The
impairment of wound healing is related to the percentage of
lean body weight that a patient has lost.20 Early recognition of
poor nutrition and its immediate reversal results in increased
wound healing and better outcomes for the patient.21
Allergies are important because they can limit treatment
options and affect compliance with treatment.2 Social history
can play a role in assessing the likelihood of engagement with
sometimes burdensome therapy. Baseline functioning, living
arrangements, family support, access to community-based
services, and mental state are all useful in identifying those
patients who may need increased levels of social support to
overcome their injury.

Physical examination
Physical examination and serial documentation of the patient
and the wound is vital to assess progress and management
potential complications in a timely manner. Evidence of
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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the main risk factors for cavity wounds (Table 3) should be
sought. Examination should then move to the wound. Cavity
wounds should be assessed for the following:2,22,23
• Size: measure the longest length and the longest width
from wound edge to wound edge.
• Shape: important to assess for any sinuses, tunneling, or
undermining of the cavity under the skin edge.
• Depth: from the visible skin edge to the deepest surface
of the wound. Can be difficult to accurately establish.
• Tissue at wound bed: assess tissue color, propensity to
bleed, and tissue type (muscle, tendon, bone, and fascia).
Any necrotic tissue needs to be debrided.
• Exudate: assess color, consistency, and volume. Moderate
to heavy serous may indicate high bacterial colonization.
Thick exudate that has changed in color may indicate
clinical infection.
• Edema: assess for swelling and firmness at wound edges.
• Contamination: assess the wound for foreign material.
The mechanism of injury can lead to suspicion of specific
contaminants, eg, sutures in surgical wound, metal in
industrial accident.
• Wound infection: recognition of local and systemic signs
and symptoms is important. Local signs include new/
increasing pain, erythema, warmth, swelling, purulent
exudate, delayed healing/wound breakdown, discoloration, friable tissue, and malodor. Systemic signs can
range from malaise and poor appetite to fever, sepsis,
and shock.
• Surrounding environment: inspect the periwound environment for aforementioned signs of infection, scar tissue
formation, bruising, ecchymosis, or rashes.
It is important to note that cavity wounds should be
inspected as frequently as possible. At every dressing change,
they should be observed and proper documentation of their
progress should be kept.

Clinical tools for wound assessment
Two valuable and easy-to-use scales are the TIME71 (Table 4)
and Applied Wound Management scales72 (Table 5).

Review of the current and emerging
treatment therapies for deep cavity
wounds
Wound bed management
The key to the commencement of proper treatment of cavity
wounds is good wound bed preparation. Initially introduced
by Falanga24 and Sibbald et al25 for chronic wounds, and
subsequently updated to incorporate the TIME acronym,
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Table 4 TIME assessment tool
Clinical finding

Action required

T

Tissue – necrotic, devitalized tissue

I

Infection and/or inflammation

M

Moisture imbalance

E

Edge of wound – undermining or
non advancement of wound edges

Debridement – removal of all
devitalized tissue
Removal of focus of infection
or treatment of infection with
topical/systemic agents
Use of moisture-balancing
dressings or negative pressure
Reassess for devitalized
tissue, infection, and moisture
imbalance

Note: Data from Dowsett.73

wound bed management provides the underpinning principles
for treatment of deep cavity wounds.

Tissue debridement
Nonviable tissue overlying a cavity wound should be
removed as a potential source of infection and to fully
assess the size and shape of the wound. There are several
options for debridement technique, including surgical,
mechanical, autolytic, enzymatic, and biological methods.19
The method of debridement should be chosen based on
individual patient conditions, availability of resources, and
condition of the wound.
Surgical debridement is quick and effective, but is nonselective in that it removes healthy tissue with devitalized
tissue. One emerging technique for surgical wound bed debridement is high-pressure parallel waterjets. Similar to the
older mechanical method of pulse lavage, which involves
a pulsatile stream of irrigation fluid being pumped into the
wound whilst concurrent suction removes necrotic debris
and foreign material, a high-pressure parallel waterjet
device uses the flow of fluid through the device to generate a partial vacuum that can remove debris. This has been
shown to decrease absolute bacterial count in open surgical
and traumatic wounds by an average of 90.8%.26
Mechanical debridement involves methods such as
pressure irrigation and wet-to-dry dressings.19 Wet-to-dry
dressings involve packing wet gauze into a wound and
allowing it to dry before removal. It is effective but can

Table 5 Applied Wound Management (AWM) assessment tool
Tissue color

Tissue type

Black
Yellow
Red
Pink

Necrotic
Slough
Granulation tissue
Epithelial tissue

Note: Data from Gray et al.74
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be very painful. Like surgical debridement, it can remove
healthy tissue alongside necrotic debris. Pressure irrigation
describes a wide array of irrigation fluids delivered with
varying pressures and has long been used as an effective
method of wound bed preparation.27 Studies have shown
that higher-pressure irrigation is more effective at reducing
bacterial load and removing devitalized tissue than lowerpressure irrigation.28,29
Autolytic debridement describes the body’s natural
method of wound bed cleansing.30 It involves using a moist
wound packing to create an environment to painlessly remove
necrotic debris using the body’s natural immune measures. It
is relatively easy to perform and is selective for devitalized
tissue, but is time-consuming and can increase the risk of
wound infection.31
Enzymatic debridement involves the use of manufactured
enzymes to dissolve devitalized tissue. There are a number
of products available, including collagenase-based products,
papain-based products, and papain–urea–chlorophyllin copper complex. Further research is required to confirm the
efficacy and effectiveness of these enzymatic agents.32
Biological debridement is a relatively new and emerging trend in wound management. It involves placing larvae
of Lucilia sericata within the wound itself. In Europe,
approximately 15,000 people receive this type of treatment
annually.33 Larval secretions contribute to the removal of
devitalized tissue, reduce the bacterial load, and promote
granulation tissue formation.33 Mudge et al have shown larval therapy to be quicker at debridement for leg ulcers when
compared to hydrogel.34

Infection and inflammation
Cavity wounds remain open for an extended period of
time, exposing them to an increased risk of colonization
by both bacteria and fungi. It has been shown that a bacterial burden of 106 organisms or greater per gram of tissue
impairs healing.35 Thus, prevention of infection is key to the
treatment of cavity wounds.
It is important to recognize the distinction between colo
nization and infection of a wound, and the implications of
both. Colonization represents the presence of bacteria within
the wound, but the wound tissue itself is not damaged.36
Colonization of a cavity wound can still lead to delayed
healing through the formation of biofilms and the subsequent
stimulation of a chronic inflammatory response.36 Infection
occurs when the bacteria multiply beyond the host immune
system’s capability and cause damage to local and surrounding tissue, which can lead to systemic illness. Chronic wounds

Chronic Wound Care Management and Research 2015:2
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which may be colonized, and acute or chronic wounds
showing signs of infection, should have appropriate specimens including swabs and/or debrided tissue sent for microscopy, culture and antibiotic sensitivities collected in order to
guide targeted antibiotic/antimicrobial therapy.
The options for treating wound colonization and infection
can be broken into two types of therapy: topical and systemic.
In their 2011 update on wound bed preparation, Sibbald et al
provided a framework for choosing which therapy to use on
a particular wound (Table 6).25
There are now at least four main classes of antimicrobial
dressings – silver-based, honey-based, iodine-based, and
chlorhexidine-based.37 The greatest literary support is for
silver-based dressings. In a meta-analysis, they were shown
to improve wound healing, reduce odor and pain symptoms,
and decrease the amount of wound exudate when compared
with alternative wound management techniques.37 Silver is
effective against gram-negative, gram-positive, and anaerobic
and aerobic bacteria; methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
aureus; and vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus, and can
accelerate wound healing by stimulation of growth factors
and cytokines.38 Silver dressings can be combined with alginates (nonwoven absorbent dressings derived from seaweed),
foams, hydrofibers, and hydrogels, and can be left in situ for
up to 1 week.
Should a wound exhibit three of the features outlined in
STONEES (Table 6), which are increased size, increased temperature, bone exposure, new breakdown, increasing exudate,
increasing erythema/edema, or smell, then systemic antibiotics should be used as per local therapeutic guidelines.25
Table 6 Treatment of wound colonization and infection
Symptoms/signs

Treatment

Any three of the following (NERDS):
• Nonhealing
• Increasing exudate
• Red/friable tissue
• Debris
• Smell
Any three of the following (STONEES):
• Increasing size
• Increasing temperature
• Bone exposure
• New breakdown
• Increasing exudate
• Increasing erythema/edema
• Smell
Persistent inflammation but not infection

Treat topically
• Silver dressings
• Honey dressings
• Iodine
• Chlorhexidine
Treat systemically
• Appropriate choice of
antibiotics
• Consult local guidelines

Topical and/or systemic
anti-inflammatories
Regular removal of biofilms

Note: Data from Sibbald et al.25
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Moisture balance
The moisture content within a deep cavity wound is an
important balancing act. There is strong evidence that keeping a wound moist does not increase infection rates.35,39,40
Moreover, moisture may actually accelerate reepithelialization of the wound bed.35 A moist environment is required
for optimization of growth factors and cytokines contained
within wound exudate and to encourage proliferation of new
cells.19 However, excessive wound fluids can contribute to
“trapping” and improper distribution of cytokines and growth
factors crucial in wound healing.35 Furthermore, certain
bacteria thrive in moist environments, such as Pseudomonas
aeruginosa.

Edge of wound – epithelial advancement
Advancement of the epithelial surface of a wound is an
important clinical marker of healing. Failure of advancement, or wound stalling, should direct the clinician to reassess earlier elements of the TIME acronym. A “cliff-like
edge” in between epithelium and granulation tissue may be
observed in a stalled wound; whereas a healing wound will
have tapered edges.41 Cavity wounds that have stalled may
be particularly responsive to negative-pressure wound
therapy (NPWT).

Pressure care management
Pressure care management involves recognizing those
patients who are at risk for developing pressure sores and
managing them with appropriate pressure care equipment.
Pressure care equipment options are numerous; wheelchairs,
cushions, mattresses, commodes, shower chairs, toilet seats,
car seats, and lounge chairs can all be provided to patients
to prevent pressure wound development.42 They will also
require regular repositioning, without which pressure care
equipment is ineffective.43 Factors exposing patients to
an increased risk of pressure sore development include
immobility, sensory loss, altered consciousness, moisture,
shear/friction, increasing age, altered vascular supply, and
infection.42,44

Selecting which material to use for
cavity wounds
Historically, management of a cavity wound has involved
packing it with ribbon gauze soaked in an antiseptic solution.
This method results in adherence of the gauze to the wound
bed when it dries out and subsequent trauma to the wound
on removal of the dressing.22 More recently, many new
products have been placed on the market, all of which have
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use for different types of wounds. Table 7 is a summary of
available materials for dressing a cavity wound and the specific advantages and disadvantages of each. The decision of
which material to use for dressing a cavity wound must also
consider the type of wound (Table 8).

NPWT
NPWT is a critical tool in the management of cavity
wounds. Using a noninvasive system, it creates a subatmospheric environment around a wound. 4,22,45 NPWT
expedites wound healing by a number of mechanisms. It
has been shown that NPWT causes strain-induced production of growth factors and cytokines, contributing to a shift
toward an anti-inflammatory cytokine profile in cavity
wounds.46,47 This is the result of dilatation of the arterioles,
increased granulation tissue, greater wound retraction,
and increased removal of exudate. NPWT also decreases
interstitial edema. 4,22,48 Some studies 49,50 have noted a
reduction of bacterial load using NPWT, but it must also
be noted that others have found a clinically insignificant
rise in bacterial burden.
While there are differences between NPWT products,
they all have three essential components:22,48
1. A comfortable and easily compressed wound filler
2. An airtight wound covering
3. A suction device: administration pressures may vary
between –5 mmHg and –200 mmHg depending on patient
comfort and device used.
As of 2009, there were 22 NPWT products listed with
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA); however,
there are currently only two systems widely used in
Australia, namely vacuum assisted closure (VAC) (KCI
Medical Incorporated, NSW, Australia) and Vista (Smith
and Nephew, Smith & Nephew Pty Ltd Healthcare Division, Victoria, Australia). Different devices use different
types of wound filler. For the purposes of this article, we
will focus on the devices available within Australia. The
VAC system uses a foam dressing, while Vista employs
the Chariker-Jeter technique and uses gauze as the wound
filler.48 In a recent comparison of the two products at our
own institution, Panicker found that the foam dressing of the
VAC system had the propensity to adhere to the granulation
tissue, especially when left in the wound for longer than the
recommended duration. Conversely, Panicker found that the
gauze-based system did not adhere to the wound bed even
when left on the wound for more than 2 days. Moreover,
this comparison estimated a 30% cost saving achieved by
using the gauze-based system.48
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Composed of a thin polyurethane membrane coated with a
layer of acrylic adhesive.
Normally foam-based dressings with low adherence to tissue.

Have a high water content (80%–90%) and both provide
moisture to the wound and draw fluid into themselves.
Rehydration of necrotic tissue allows for easier debridement.

Contain a combination of polymers held in a suspension
in water. May also contain polysaccharides, proteins, and
adhesives. Carboxymethylcellulose is the most common
absorptive ingredient.
Conformable acrylic pad enclosed between two layers of
transparent adhesive film. Perforated on the underside to
allow uptake of the wound fluid by the acrylic pad.
A nonwoven absorbent dressing derived from seaweed.
Placed into the wound dry and allowed to absorb exudate
and form a hydrophilic gel. Maintain wound moisture. Possess
hemostatic qualities.

Films and
membranes
Nonadherent

Hydrogels

Hydrocolloids

Chronic Wound Care Management and Research 2015:2

Available in nonwoven sheet, ribbon, or gel form. Contain
impregnated sodium chloride. Draw debris out of the wound
by osmosis.
Hydrophilic nonwoven fibers that are derived from seaweed.
When contacted by exudate, they form a gel.
Four main types: silver, honey, iodine, and chlorhexidine.
Available in many different forms.
Noninvasive systems that create a localized controlled
subatmospheric-pressure environment. Help expedite wound
healing mainly by the removal of wound exudate and bacterial
reduction as well as by encouraging wound contraction.

Hypertonic
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Moisture
balance

For use in exuding wounds.
Are bioresorbable. Can be used on bleeding wounds. Come in many forms,
including flat sheets, rope, and ribbons, so can be made to fit different-shaped
wounds. Dressing should be changed once fully saturated or every 35 days.
Not for use in dry wounds.
Able to stay in place for several days. For use in minimally to heavily exuding
wounds. Can be used in partial- and full-thickness wounds.
Some composite dressings are contraindicated in severe pressure ulcers.
For use on moderately to heavily exuding wounds. Especially useful for deep
cavity wounds, where they can prevent premature closure while absorbing
necrotic debris and maintaining wound moisture. Can be useful in a wound
containing an undulating surface and with undermining of the skin present.
Soften and remove dry necrotic tissue. Can be used to wick exudate out of a
wound tunnel or from undermining of the wound’s edge.
Contraindicated in serious burns.
For use in moderately exuding wounds. Can be packed into a cavity wound.
Not for use in dry wounds.
For use in infected wounds as guided by the principles of NERDS.*
Allergy to component materials is a contraindication.
For use in chronic, acute, traumatic, subacute, and dehisced wounds, ulcers,
flaps, and grafts. Especially effective at treating cavity wounds.
Not for use over exposed blood vessels, anastomotic sites, organs, or nerves.
Not for use if malignancy is involved in the wound, or in untreated osteomyelitis.

Used for superficial, minimally exuding wounds.
Not suitable for full-thickness, infected, or moderately/highly exuding wounds.
Can be used on full- and partial-thickness wounds. Allow fluid to seep through
to secondary dressings. Can be used on infected wounds.
Can be used on partial- or full-thickness wounds and wounds with necrotic
debris.
Do require a second dressing. Can cause periwound maceration due to
moisture content. Should not be used on draining wounds.
Used for minimally to moderately exuding superficial or partial-thickness
wounds.
Contraindicated in heavily exuding wounds, infected wounds, and wounds with
undermining.
For low to moderately exuding wounds. Can see wound without changing
dressing.

Advantages and disadvantages

Notes: *See Table 6 for expansion of NERDS. -, Not effective; +/-, variable effectiveness; +, effective; ++, more effective; +++, most effective. Data from Sibbald,41 Blume,45 Panicker,48 and Morgan.75

Negative-pressure
devices

Antimicrobials

Hydrophilic fibers

Foams

Are multilayered dressings that incorporate a semi- or
nonadherent pad with an adhesive border of fabric or film.
Can function as primary or secondary dressings.
Highly conformable and able to absorb large amounts of
exudate while maintaining wound moisture. Normally made
from a hydrophilic polyurethane film.

Composite
dressings

Calcium alginates

Acrylics

Description

Class

Table 7 Types of dressings for cavity wounds
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Table 8 Matching wound characteristics with dressing types
Type of wound

Most appropriate
dressing

Necrotic and dry

Benefits most from
debridement, then alginate
or silver nitrate dressings
Hydrofiber or alginate;
topical negative pressure
may be useful to absorb
exudate and assist in
debridement
Composite dressings
Requires nonadherent,
absorbent dressings such
as hydrofibers and alginates
Gel-based dressings

Necrotic and heavy exudate

Sloughy and heavy exudate
Granulating and heavy exudate

Granulating and low to moderate exudate

NPWT is the treatment of choice for large and difficultto-treat cavity wounds at our institution. The indications and
contraindications for NPWT are listed in Table 9.

Cell-based therapy and tissue
engineering: an emerging field
Advanced treatment of chronic skin wounds in the future
will be a derivative of our development of regenerative medicine with tissue bioengineering. In recent times, significant
enhancements have been made in our understanding of stem
cell biology as a clinical tool and treatment for difficult-toheal wounds. Mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) therapy has
emerged as a promising potential treatment for nonhealing
wounds,51 with the US National Institutes of Health (NIH)
currently registering 521 studies being undertaken into
MSCs.52 MSCs are multipotent adult stem cells, which possess the ability to differentiate into several mesenchymal
lineages including tendon, bone, cartilage, and adipose
tissue.53 Due to the fact that they do not express class II major
histocompatibility complexes (MHCs) on their cell surfaces,
they are immune-privileged cells, making them suitable for
allogenic transplantation.53
Table 9 Indications and contraindications of negative-pressure
wound therapy
Indications

Contraindications

Pressure ulcers
Diabetic/neuropathic ulcers
Venous insufficiency ulcers
Traumatic wounds
Postoperative and dehisced surgical wounds
Explored fistulas

Eschar
Untreated osteomyelitis
Unexplored fistulas
Malignancy in the wound
Untreated malnutrition
Exposed arteries, veins,
or organs

Skin flaps and skin grafts
Notes: Data from Henderson et al,64 and KCI Medical.76
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There is growing evidence that endogenous stem cells
play a cell role in normal tissue repair of almost all tissue
types,51 but this endogenous function can sometimes be overwhelmed by severe injury, old age, hostile microenvironment,
and immunosuppression.54 There is a growing body of work
investigating the ability of MSCs to secrete a multitude of
bioactive molecules, including SDF-1, VEGF, and TGF-beta,
and the effect of these molecules on endogenous stem cell
recruitment.55
Clinical utilization has thus far been limited for three reasons. First, because of the small percentage of bone marrowderived stem cells that can be isolated and the large volumes
of tissue required to do so.56 Second, there is a possibility
that these cells may undergo unfavorable changes51,53,56 and
have a potential carcinogenic effect.53,56 Finally, there remain
significant ethical problems behind the use of such cells.
While further research is certainly needed into this field,
the possible implications for the treatment of cavity wounds
are exciting.

Efficacy and tolerance of conventional
and modern management of cavity
wounds
As detailed earlier, cavity wounds comprise a vast array of
varying wound types. Different dressings are more or less
efficacious for specific types of cavity wounds. It should be
remembered that dressing choice should be influenced by
the specific characteristics of each cavity wound. Below is
a discussion of informing features of three main groups of
dressings: conventional, modern, and NPWT.

Conventional dressings
Gauze
Conventional dressings such as wet-to-dry gauze can be
incredibly effective at debriding necrotic tissue, but perform
this action at an increased risk to surrounding granulation
tissue. They are sometimes allergenic. Frequent dressing
changes are required, and these can often be very painful
for the patient due to adherence of the dressing to the wound
bed. When used in heavily exuding wounds, conventional
dressings can cause maceration of periwound skin.57 Gauze
dressings can still be very useful in treating cavity wounds
involving bone and tendon.57

Modern dressings
Alginates
Alginates are nontoxic and nonallergenic. They have hemostatic properties. They can cause maceration of periwound
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skin if exudate spreads past the wound edges, and may
cause irritation of a dry wound. The ability to remain moist
decreases pain on removal of dressing. Current evidence
does not suggest that they are more or less effective than
hydrocolloid or nonadherent dressings in treating cavity
wounds such as leg ulcers.58

Hydrocolloids
Hydrocolloids retain moisture well, contributing to decreased
pain on removal.59 They have clearly been shown to be less
painful to remove than paraffin gauze dressings.60 They are
only required to be changed every 3–5 days. Evidence has
shown that they cause a statistically significant decrease in
time to heal when compared to conventional dressings, when
used for pressure ulcers.61 Hydrocolloids have been shown
to be allergenic, causing contact dermatitis.62

Conventional versus modern dressings
In a review of 31 randomized controlled trials to compare
conventional and modern wound dressings for leg ulcers,
Bouza et al found that there was no statistically significant
difference in the outcomes or safety profiles of ulcers treated
by either conventional or modern dressing types, nor did they
find any statistically significant difference in tolerance rates
between the two groups.63 Research like this indicates the
dearth of evidence available when selecting a dressing type
for cavity wounds and highlights the importance of clinical
examination and assessment to obtain a wound profile and
select an appropriate dressing for its features.

NPWT
Based on clinical experience within our own center, NPWT is
the most efficacious treatment of large cavity wounds. This is
especially true of wounds that have failed to respond to treatment with conventional or modern dressings. Evidence within
the literature is beginning to support this view. Argenta and
Morykwas found that, of 300 wounds that were treated with
negative-pressure dressings, 296 responded favorably with
an increased rate of granulation tissue formation.63 Moreover, in a multicenter, randomized controlled trial involving 342 patients with a mean age of 58 years, Blume et al
analyzed the safety and clinical efficacy of vacuum-assisted
closure dressings versus advanced moist wound therapy.45
They showed that 43.2% of diabetic foot ulcers treated
achieved complete closure (defined as 100% reepithelialization without drainage or further dressing requirements) versus
28.9% treated with traditional measures such as hydrogels
and alginates. They also found that the negative-pressure
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group experienced significantly (P=0.035) fewer secondary
amputations. They found no significant difference in safety
between groups in complications such as infection, cellulitis,
and osteomyelitis at 6 months posttreatment.
Generally, NPWT dressings only require changing every
2–4 days.63 This is significantly less than some conventional
and modern dressings, which can often require daily changes,
and sometimes even more frequent changes. When used
with gauze, NPWT has been shown to be painless in 80%
of removals.64 It gains good control of exudate, resulting in
decreased soiling of bedsheets and clothing, and does not
prevent mobility for rehabilitation.7 While these characteristics do contribute to good patient tolerance, NPWT is not
without risk. According to the FDA, there were more than
100 adverse events associated with NPWT reported between
January 1, 2000 and June 29, 2006.6 These included leaving
foam within a healed wound, damage to underlying organs,
cellulitis, amputation, and wound infection.6

Management therapies to reduce
surface area and pain
Systemic
Pain assessment and relief

It is important to be able to quantify the amount of pain
a cavity wound may be causing a patient. Pain should be
quantified in terms of nature, intensity, location, duration,
onset/offset, concurrent symptoms, and aggravating/relieving
factors. The cause of pain should also be identified. Incident
pain can occur from debridement or trauma. Episodic or
procedural pain may occur due to cleaning and dressing
changes.65 Continuous or background pain may be due to
the wound itself or infection and irritation.65 It may be useful for the clinician to use validated pain scales such as the
Numerical Rating Scale.66
Pain relief in cavity wounds should be a mixture of treatment and prevention. Analgesics should be used in accordance with the World Health Organization (WHO)’s Pain
Ladder (Table 10)67 and its underpinning principles.68
Table 10 Principles of the World Health Organization (WHO)
Pain Ladder
Principles
1. Oral administration of analgesics
2. Dosing at regular intervals
3. Prescribe analgesics according to the intensity of the pain as evaluated
by a scale of intensity
4. Dosing should be adapted to individual patients
5. Constant attention to detail and planning when prescribing analgesia
Notes: Data from WHO’s cancer pain ladder for adults,67 and Vargas-Schaffer.68
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Prevention of pain is achieved by selecting the appropriate
dressing type for the particular wound and by recognizing and
successfully treating infection, both of which are discussed
in detail earlier.

Local options

Topical anesthesia
Alone or in combination with systemic analgesia, topical
anesthetics can be useful in managing the pain caused by
a cavity wound. Numerous options are available and local
guidelines should be consulted.

Soaking dressings before removal
Soaking dressings before removal can reduce the amount of
viable and innervated tissue that is removed along with the
dressing. This can significantly reduce the patient’s pain and
contributes to wound healing by ensuring minimal healthy,
healing tissue is removed during dressing changes.

Implications for patients, such as
quality of life
Cavity wounds, especially those that are unresponsive to
traditional therapy, are extremely burdensome and impact
negatively on a patient’s quality of life. This negative impact
manifests as physical, financial, social, and psychological
impairment.
The physical burden of a wound is influenced by its
size, location, and duration. Cavity wounds can impact on a
patient’s ability to function independently. Pain can impact on
mobility, which in turn limits social contact and contributes
to a less healthy lifestyle. It can also disrupt a patient’s sleep,
and embarrassment over increasing exudate or unsightly
appearance can cause social withdrawal.69
Cavity wounds have a huge financial burden for both
health care systems as a whole and for the patients they
treat. In the USA, the attributable cost to the health care
system for a 40- to 65-year-old male with a new foot ulcer
is $27,987 for the 2 years after diagnosis.70 At a patient level,
chronic leg ulcers have been shown to be associated with
lost time at work, loss of employment, and adverse effects
on finances.71
The psychological impact of a cavity wound is one area
that is sometimes overlooked. Patients living with a cavity
wound can experience anxiety/depression, fear, altered/poor
body image, low self-esteem, feelings of uncleanliness,
anger/frustration, stigma from others, loneliness, and guilt.
Up to 68% of patients with chronic leg ulcers report a negative emotional impact on their lives.71
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Effective management of cavity wounds using the materials and devices laid out in this article can significantly
improve the quality of life for patients. Successful treatment
of these wounds assists patients to keep gainful employment,
to mobilize and socialize independently. Prompt resolution
of cavity wounds diminishes the financial burden of disease,
limits the associated negative emotions, and reduces noncompliance with therapy.

Discussion and conclusion
The approach to the patient with a cavity wound should
be systematic. In determining the etiology, it is important
to consider the different contributing factors that will be
influenced by the patient’s specific circumstances and background and to treat the underlying cause concurrent with the
treatment of the wound itself. Thorough assessment of the
patient should be undertaken and should include history and
physical examination. Wound bed management, summarized
by the TIME acronym, is the backbone of this assessment
and plays an important role in the subsequent management
of these wounds. Local and systemic factors should be taken
into account when formulating and instigating these management plans, and regular follow-up is essential. Physical and
mental pain are common among this patient subset, and excessive pain or psychosocial dysfunction are to be monitored for
and actively treated. Finally, our article outlines the multitude
of options available for dressing cavity wounds. These are
all useful in specific situations, and their use is based on the
clinical appearance and characteristics of the wound.
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